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Your Moon Sign - Taurus
Leo is a fire sign, which is lively and royal. Moon here in the house of friend is
happy. You are fond of adventure and have strong risk taking abilities. Strong
determination and will power is your real wealth. You are highly ambitious and
often combine your strong determination and daring approach to get big success.
This determination sometimes turns to an obstinate attitude where you deny to even
listen to any body. Stability of your thoughts and actions establish you as a reliable
You need to be careful regarding your digestive system as occasional
Taurus person.
stomach disorders may trouble you. You possess a good duty sense, which
motivates you for consistent efforts. You are a keen observer and quiet sharp in reactions. You are
very decisive and usually come up with right decision at right time. You usually don't prefer to go for
second opinion and take decision on your own. The aristocracy of your nature also makes you
generous. You help others with a desire to be acknowledged and thanked. You achieve what you want
to but after a lot of obstacles and hurdles.
Year 2018:
This year has special achievements in store for you. With the end of first phase of Sadhe Saati
of Saturn continuing for the last two and a half years, you would feel some relief in the first quarter of
the year. These achievements would be just a consolation, as your important works would not get
much acceleration. You would be in the state of indecisiveness for the first 2-3 month. This is the
period of financial stress also. Conditions would improve in the second quarter and you would
continuously be motivated towards productive works.
In April 2007, when Saturn and Jupiter both would be retrograde, you may come across some
problems regarding repayments of your loans. Health of mother needs special care. Disharmony at
home would keep you disturbed but things would improve in May and you would get co-operation
from people around you. If you are in partnership business gains are expected or you may get
partnership proposals. Domestic conditions would now improve and you would be in search of new
means to increase your income. Second half of July is comparatively fine but with new expenditures.
September, October are better regarding financial aspect which would help you in expanding the
work. Expenditure is likely on real estate and you would get the co-operation of government
agencies. Time is favourable for father and you would be in the position to do something for him. If
you are in job these months are favourable for you. These months demand check on temperament and
tongue lashing or you may have to face the ill results. Pilgrimage or leisure visits are expected. By the
end of September ratio of gains would increase.
Last quarter of the year is very important when income and expenditure would go hand in
hand. In December gains are likely from matters related to real estate. Fortune will be favoring you
this time but your opponents would also be active and you may notify end to the on going disputes.
Your children may be undergoing instability of thought and chanting of Sun would help them.
January: - In the beginning of the month you would get some of your important works done
but under financial stress, which would keep, you tensed. Health of the spouse would be a matter of
concern and the irritability of the nature may intensity the problems. Exchange of sign between Mars

and Jupiter is auspicious for your children. Heavy expenditure is expected in the last week of the
month but new subjects may enter you life.
The second week of the month may bring some disharmony. Your subordinates may not cooperate you and you may be forced to compromise. Third week of the month is although favourable
yet unnecessary expenditure would create worries. You would find things out of your control. Your
working style would get appreciation. You may not be able to dominate your opponents but no harm
is indicated. Third week would be very hectic. Time is favourable for your spouse. Some minor
health troubles may spoil one or two working days. In the last there days of the month you would be
very busy with your public relations and now would be in mood to get gains of them. Invitation of a
good party is expected.
February: - In the first week there may be some worries especially regarding the health of
your father. You should not expect much support from co-born. In some matters your words would be
given wattage. Works in the name of your life partner would yield profits. In the middle of the month
you may come across some bitter and disharmonious moments. Even at professional front there
would be difference of opinion with almost everyone. If you want to get control over the
circumstances you have to check your temperamental shoot ups. Money management at this time
would be very difficult and you may not succeed in getting things done upto your expectations. If you
are in job, latter half of the month is favourable. Lot of care is needed at home as retrograde Saturn
may start a period of discontent and difference of opinion. This would remain till the latter half of the
month. Some professional disputes or dispute with influential officers at this time is expected which
may give negative results later on.
March: - Financial condition at this time would be a little disturbed. If you are in business,
money management for professional works would be difficult. All this would lead to tensions and
stress at work place. You should not show any negligence at this time as there are chances of being
th
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cheated by someone. At this time Mars would be transiting 6 house and Sun 8 house from the Moon
sign indicating some minor injury or wound. Journeys may also be uncomfortable.
An encouraging note is the quadrant position of Jupiter from Moon sign which would prove to
be a safeguard against every problem. Co-operation from government agencies, senior and
influential people of the society is expected. Planetary position indicates rise in your status. Someone
lower than your status, may create problems for you and you should be vigilant to save this.
Be very balanced in your behavior to protect yourself from unnecessary allegations. Old
disputes of property may not get any solution. In the latter half of the month one big obstacle would
subside and your works would get acceleration.
April: - Problems are comparatively more in the first half of the month and in the second half
their intensity would dilute. You may either have sudden monetary gain or may get a big assurance.
Jupiter and Saturn in retrograde motion would create obstacles everywhere. This difficult phase
would continue for 15-20 days, after which thing would get to normal gradually.
Your mode of working would bring appreciation for you. A good support is expected either
from father or from a government officer. Ketu transiting your Moon sign may give some pessimistic
and escaping feelings. Your spouse would render moral support to you. Stubborn atmosphere at
home would keep you little disturbed.
Health of mother may be a matter of concern. Distant journeys away from native place are
expected. More care is needed regarding food intake. In the latter half of the month Venus transiting
constellation Rohini may confer a professional success on you along with lot of honors.
May: - This period indicates some financial problems which would intensify with unexpected
expenditures. You may have to spend some amount for your own safety. Mars transiting 8th to your
moon sign indicates some blood ailments and also temperamental shoot ups. An act done in haste
may make you repent for a long time. There may be some worries regarding mother's health.
Frequent journeys are indicated but money management for these journeys would be difficult.
Ancestral disputes if any would intensify now and solutions would be far off from your

approach. You may have to face awkward conditions when honors and allegations would go parallel.
Time is very auspicious for children and their performance would be very much satisfactory.
Food habits should be checked as acidity problems are indicated. Elder co-born would
perform exceptionally well as time is very auspicious for them. You may have to face obstacles in
almost every work. Last week of the month indicates some monetary gains which you may invest for
work expansion .Try to pass this period carefully and patiently as time has mixed results for you.
June: - You may feel enthusiastic this month and would execute all your works with full
energy and concentration. The effect of Sadhe Saati is about to end and lowering stress at work place.
Resources for financial gains would increase.
After a long time, you would feel like reviving all your contacts and relations, the best part is
that they would also feel the same. Partnership offers are expected and you may not be very rigid in
accepting them. Jupiter is now favourable and would bless you with honors and status. Your
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opponents may be active but aspect of Jupiter on 10 house from your Moon sign is a safe guard.
Cluster of planets near your Moon sign is an indication of your good performance this time. In the
latter half of the month you may experience increase in your income and expenditure. Either you
would invest in land or may initiate some construction work. Co-born may have monetary gains. You
may get some good proposals regarding your work. Your status is likely to increase.
July: - First half of the month would confer monetary gains whereas in second half much
expenditure would be awaiting ahead. Journeys are expected, out of which one or two may be very
uncomfortable. It is better to defer important decisions as decisions taken under provocation may
create problems. Mars and Mercury are very favourable and would increase the ratio of gains but at
the same time they may cause temperamental shoot-ups.
Elder co-born would be comfortable. Mother's health needs special care. Be more cooperative to spouse as she may be undergoing a period of stress. Once again balance between income
and expenditure would be a problem.
Purchase of household luxury items is likely. Last week of the month may bring some mental
worries as Venus and Saturn under the influence of Ketu may give some pessimism. An incident may
bring some tensions but by the end of the month you would feel relieved. You would get opportunity
to enjoy with your friends and would spend money willingly.
August: - First half of the month has series of expenditure but second half would not only
bring relief from expenditure but would increase the percentage of good results. You would feel
enthusiastic and would give acceleration to your works. Income is likely to increase but aspect of
Mars on Sun transiting your Moon sign would give temperamental shoot ups. Bile or blood pressure
problems may arise.
Matters related to real estate may become prominent. You would either invest in land or may
have gains from such dealings. New partnership proposals are likely and if there is any existing one,
you can expect gains out of it. Rahu transiting in own constellation may motivate you for some risky
investments. Mother would enjoy a good time but father may have some minor health troubles. A
distant journey probably pilgrimage is expected and you would spend on religious activities.
September: - There would be a change in your working style and your working hours would
increase in the first week. Rise in income is expected and you will take risks at professional front. Sun
and Mars both are indicating towards your self centered, money oriented plans. Distant journeys and
support of government officials would be profitable. In one of your partnerships, profit ratio would
increase and you would get sudden income. In the middle of month planetary position is improving
and you will get profits from more than one source. Mercury is favourable and wants to bless you
with auspicious results in financial matters. Jupiter and Mars are also favoring you and want to bless
you with profits through land or assets.
This time is also auspicious for initiating in marketing or trading business. Distant journeys
are indicated and you should avoid involvement in legal matters. Third week of the month would be
of rise in fortune and gains would be unexpected.

Profit ratio will rise high now. Government official will help you. Expenditure is likely on
household luxury items. The end of month would be full of auspicious results. Your status and
reputation will rise high. You should avoid such type of activities, which are considered to be breach
of law as Rahu, Ketu and Mars are inspiring you towards such actions.
October: - In the first week of month Sun, Moon and Mercury are favoring you and want to
inspire you take and implement bold decisions. In sudden enthusiasm you would not be able to
differentiate between right and wrong, you should avoid stubbornness of your behavior.
Middle of the month is important for financial matters as Mercury in retrogression wants to
change the scenario yet sources of income would increase now. You would execute your plans
intelligently, to earn more profits.
Third week of the month is very important as sun is in good position to bless you with profits.
You would feel, relieved from previous tensions. Expenditures are likely on small professional
journeys. You have to exhibit your skills in getting back your own money. Much hard work is the
requirement of present time.
Time is not much auspicious for elder co-born. Father's health would also be a matter of
concern. Your father would face some difficult time regarding his status and reputation
November: - In the first week of the month inflow and outflow of money would be at the same
pace. Transit of Venus in her sign of debilitation may cause problems at work place. Your inclination
would be towards some artistic field. One of your wrong decisions may create bitter conditions
which may settle down after the second week of the month. Co-borns need to be more careful, as time
is not good for them. Third week is better when you would take one or two good decisions. This time
is favourable for children also. You would receive co-operation from new people. Increase in income
and status is also indicated. This is the time when fortune would favour you and you may get some
encouraging proposals. You can go ahead with these proposals.
December: First week of the month is going to be favourable from financial aspect. Some ups
and downs at work place may happen but Jupiter would now safeguard you from every odd. Distant
journeys are expected which would help increase your income. If you are in job and expecting
promotions, time is all yours. Co-borns would be tensed due to over expenditure. Check your food
habits to avoid stomach ailments. Some good invitations are likely this month. You may plan to
invest money in land. One of your children may face some physical problem. You should chant Mars
or Hanumanji for relief.
Third week of the month is much favorable. During this period Mars and Saturn both are
retrograde; hence you should avoid any risk taking.
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